The multi-particle code DYNAMION was developed for beam dynamics simulations of complex beam transport lines and accelerating structures. The equations of motion are solved by time integration including threedimensional external fields and space charge forces.
INTRODUCTION
The UNILAC has been upgraded as a high current linac for synchrotron injection and also for physics experiments at low energies. The present layout is shown in Fig. 1 . The new prestripper linac consists of a 36 MHz RFQ and two IH-tanks [ 13. The injector should provide an increase of beam intensities of more than two orders of magnitude for the heaviest elements. The strong space charge forces at different sections of the linac can deteriorate the beam brilliance to an unacceptable level. Therefore, the computer code DYNAMION has been developed for more realistic modeling the physics of high intensity transport and acceleration of ions.
DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMION
The multi-particle code DYNAMION has been developed for ion beam dynamics in high current linear accelerators in collaboration between ITEP and GSI [2] . It was written on the base of PROTON created at ITEP about twenty years ago.
DYNAMION solves numerically the general three dimensional equations of charged particle motion in arbitrary external fields by time integration, internal self fields of the ions are taken into account: provided by analytical expressions, field maps calculated by other codes (e.g MAFIA, OPERA) and field measurements. The simultaneous transport or acceleration of beams consisting of different ion species or charge states is also implemented. The space charge forces are calculated by particle-particle interaction, the high number of space charge calculations (e.g. 100 steps per RFQ cell) increases the accuracy of simulations. The results of simulations can be evaluated by the powerful graphic system PAW, available from the CERN program library.
The method chosen in DYNAMION requires large computing time and a large storage system. As an example, to trace 1500 macroparticles through a high current RFQ of 360 cells, DYNAMION needs about 10 hours CPU time, it is a factor of 50 more than required by for RFQ simulations: the geometry of the electrodes can PARMTEQ. In the following paragraphs some be implemented as fabricated. In Fig. 3 
BEAM DYNAMICS AT THE STRIPPER SECTION
Most severe space charge forces occur after the charge state jump in the gas stripper at 1.4 MeV/u. For optimization of the stripper geometry and the subsequent beam transport section, DYNAMION simulates the multicharge transport after the stripping. A theoretical or measured charge state distribution can be implemented. Space charge forces of all neighboring charge states are taken into account. Beam envelopes, transversal and longitudinal emittances of the reference ion have been calculated. As an example the emittances for different charge states before the analyzing slits are shown (Fig. 5) . Due to the space charge forces the charge state separation is not complete, a readjustment of quadrupole fields is necessary.
+e--?-? Fig. 5 Phase portraits of the beam in X-plane behind the bending magnet at zero and full current.
UNIFORMITY IMPROVEMENT BY OCTUPOLES
The spatial uniformity of particle distribution at the target position can be improved by octupole lenses. DYNAMION calculates the beam dynamics using the analytical equations for an ideal octupole field: -3 x 2 y ) H , = G ( 3 x y 2 -x 3 ) where G = B/u3, B pole tip field, a aperture radius.
The density contours at the target position are shown in Fig. 6 . The achieved level of uniformity is not ideal. Nevertheless, it allows an increase of beam intensity by at least a factor of two if we assume a Gaussian input profile truncated at 20. 
CONCLUSION
DYNAMION is a versatile multi-particle code for simulations of transport and acceleration of charged particles. The general equations of motion are solved for realistic electromagnetic external fields presented by analytical formula, an internal Laplace solver, field maps or field measurements. Space charge is calculated by particle-particle interaction with high accuracy. DYNAMION has been successfully used for the design and evaluation of commissioning measurements at the upgraded UNILAC [ 3, 4] .
